Henry James and His World

By Harry T. Moore

Thames Hudson Ltd, United Kingdom, 1999. Paperback. Book Condition: New. New edition. 232 x 180 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book. Henry James is often thought of as having lived a life of total absorption in his craft, a life without significant external events. But James was a man upon few experiences and observations were lost. After a restless transatlantic childhood and a brief residence in France, he settled in England, where he became a travelled and sociable writer. In the international theme - the theme of conflict between the European and American sensibilities - he found a world of quickened possibilities and heightened perceptions to which he gave lasting expression in his work. Professor Moore traces the drama of Henry James' developing consciousness and command. By relating many of James' best-known stories to the events or people upon whom the novelist drew for his fiction, he aims to enhance our appreciation both of the works themselves and their intent creator. Finally, he proposes that, for James, expatriation from America was not a withdrawal from the world to which he belonged but rather the affirmation of a world he claimed - and made his own - through...

Reviews

This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fifty percent of your publication. You won't feel monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS

This kind of book is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out this book from my dad and I encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Justus Hettinger
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- **Any Child Can Write**
Henry James's New York, the city of his childhood, was situated between Fifth and Sixth Avenues down to Washington Square, where his maternal grandmother lived, and up eastwards to Union Square, which was, in his day, surrounded by a high railing. Close by were members of James's extended family, including his mother's cousin Helen. He saw in her strong simplicity, that of an earlier, quieter world, a New York of better manners and better morals and homelier beliefs. He saw that her goodness somehow testifie